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Abstract
With increasingly inexpensive storage and growing processing power, the cloud has rapidly become the environment of choice to
store and analyze data for a variety of applications. Most large-scale data computations in the cloud heavily rely on the MapReduce paradigm and on its Hadoop implementation. Nevertheless, this exponential growth in popularity has significantly impacted
power consumption in cloud infrastructures. In this paper, we focus on MapReduce processing and we investigate the impact of
dynamically scaling the frequency of compute nodes on the performance and energy consumption of a Hadoop cluster. To this
end, a series of experiments are conducted to explore the implications of Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) settings
on power consumption in Hadoop clusters. By enabling various existing DVFS governors (i.e., performance, powersave, ondemand, conservative and userspace) in a Hadoop cluster, we observe significant variation in performance and power consumption
across diﬀerent applications: the diﬀerent DVFS settings are only sub-optimal for several representative MapReduce applications.
Furthermore, our results reveal that the current CPU governors do not exactly reflect their design goal and may even become ineffective to manage the power consumption in Hadoop clusters. This study aims at providing a clearer understanding of the interplay
between performance and power management in Hadoop clusters and therefore oﬀers useful insight into designing power-aware
techniques for Hadoop systems.

Keywords: MapReduce, Hadoop, power management, DVFS, governors

1. Introduction
Power consumption has started to severely constrain the design and the way data-centers are operated. Power bills
became a substantial part of the monetary cost for data-center operators. Hamilton [1] estimated that the money spent
on electrical power of servers and cooling units had exceeded 40 percent of the total expenses of data centers in 2008.
The surging costs of operating large data-centers have been mitigated by the advent of cloud computing, which
allowed for better resource management, facilitated by the adoption of virtualization technologies. Nevertheless,
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overall energy consumption is continuously increasing as a result of the rapidly growing demand for computing
resources. While various energy-saving mechanisms have been devised for large-scale infrastructures, not all of
them are suitable in a cloud context, as they might impact the performance of the executed workloads. For instance,
shutting down nodes to reduce power consumption may lead to aggressive virtual machine consolidation and resource
over-provisioning, with dramatic eﬀects on application performance.
Green cloud computing has thus emerged in an attempt to find a proper tradeoﬀ between performance requirements
and energy eﬃciency. To address this challenge, green clouds focus on optimizing energy-saving mechanisms at the
level of the data-center through static and dynamic mapping of virtual machines (i.e., VMs) to physical resources
or through eﬃcient task consolidation [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. For example, Xu and Fortes [4] propose a cross-layer control
system to manage the dynamic mapping of VMs to physical resources. Two energy-conscious task consolidation
heuristics are presented in [5] to maximize resource utilization while taking into account both active and idle energy
consumption. To reduce the energy cost and carbon emission, some studies have focused on exploiting renewable
energy sources in the cloud [7, 8]. GreenSlot [8] schedules the workloads to maximize the green energy consumption
while meeting the jobs’ deadlines. To do so, it relies on an intelligent model to predict the amount of solar energy
that will be available in the near future. Many research eﬀorts have targeted power-saving techniques based on the
Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) support in modern processors [9, 10]. In [9], a new scheduling algorithm
is presented to allocate virtual machines in a DVFS-enabled cluster by dynamically scaling the supplied voltages. All
these eﬀorts share a global goal: to enable energy-eﬃcient computation while still keeping performance at the required
level.
In this paper, we shift focus from computation to data: we investigate the eﬃciency of such techniques in the
context of large-scale data processing, which corresponds to an increasing share of today’s cloud applications. Today’s
most popular paradigm for large-scale data processing, proposed by Google, is the MapReduce model [11], which
gained a wide adoption due to features including scalability, fault tolerance, and simplicity. Its most well-known
open-source implementation, Hadoop [12], was designed to process hundreds of terabytes of data on thousands of
cores at Yahoo!. As such large-scale deployments became more and more common place on cloud infrastructures,
enabling energy-eﬃcient MapReduce processing becomes nowadays an essential concern in data centers. This started
to motivate several studies on power saving in Hadoop clusters [13, 14].
MapReduce systems span over a multitude of computing nodes that are frequency- and voltage-scalable. Furthermore, many MapReduce applications show significant variation in CPU load during their running time. Moreover,
MapReduce applications range from CPU-Intensive to I/O-Intensive, a typical MapReduce application comprising
many subtasks, such that the workload of each subtask is either CPU-bound, I/O-bound or network-bound. Thus,
there is a significant potential for saving energy by scaling down the CPU frequency when the currently executed task
does not fully utilize the available computational resources.
The contribution of this paper is to investigate such opportunities for optimizing energy consumption in Hadoop
clusters. We rely on a series of experiments to explore the implications of DVFS settings on power consumption
in Hadoop clusters. As DVFS research has reached a certain maturity, several CPU Frequency Scaling tools and
governors have been proposed and implemented in the Linux kernel. A governor is a power scheme that can drive CPU
core frequency/voltage operation based on a specific policy, using a specific kernel module. For instance, governors
such as ondemand or performance tune the CPU frequency to optimize application execution time, while powersave
is designed to lower energy consumption.
We study the impact of diﬀerent governors on Hadoop’s performance and power eﬃciency. Interestingly, our
experimental results report not only a noticeable variation of the power consumption and performance with diﬀerent
applications and under diﬀerent governors, but also demonstrate the opportunity to achieve a better tradeoﬀ between
performance and power consumption.
The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. It provides an overview of the state-of-the-art techniques for energy-eﬃciency in Hadoop.
2. It discusses and demonstrates the need for exploiting DVFS techniques for energy reduction in Hadoop.
3. It experimentally demonstrates that MapReduce applications experience variations in performance and power
consumption under diﬀerent CPU frequencies (similarly to [15]) and also under diﬀerent governors. A microanalysis section is provided to explain this variation and its cause.
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4. It illustrates in practice how the behavior of diﬀerent governors influences the execution of MapReduce applications and how it shapes the performance of the entire cluster.
5. It also brings out the diﬀerences between these governors and CPU frequencies and shows that they are not only
sub-optimal for diﬀerent applications but also sub-optimal for diﬀerent stages of MapReduce execution.
6. It demonstrates that achieving better energy eﬃciency in Hadoop cannot be done simply by tuning the governor parameters, nor through a naı̈ve coarse-grained tuning of the CPU frequencies [15, 16] or the governors
according to the running phase (i.e., map phase or reduce phase).
Overall, this study aims to provide a clearer understanding of the interplay between performance and power
management in Hadoop clusters, with the purpose of deriving useful insights for designing power-aware techniques
for Hadoop.
Relationship to previous work. This paper extends our previous contribution introduced in [17] (as a chapter in [18])
by providing more detailed descriptions and more thorough experiments. In particular, we provide more details to
clearly illustrate our motivation in this work (i.e., the motivation for investigating DVFS in Hadoop). We include
more experiments to illustrate the behavior of diﬀerent governors, which influence the energy consumption in Hadoop
MapReduce. We extend our experimental platform from 15 to 40 nodes and we employ two more benchmarks: Kmeans and wordcount. The major extension of our previous work lies in the fact that in this paper we take a step
further in achieving energy eﬃciency tailored for Hadoop applications. While our previous work shows the potential
for reducing energy consumption by tuning CPU frequencies and governor policies, in this work we explore that
potential and investigate preliminary DVFS models that adjust to the various stages of Hadoop applications. We also
demonstrate that achieving better energy eﬃciency in Hadoop cannot be done by tuning the governor parameters, nor
through a naı̈ve coarse-grained tuning of the CPU frequencies or the governors according to the running phase (i.e.,
map phase or reduce phase). Moreover, we provide an extensive discussion on the application behavior sensitivity to
diﬀerent parameters employed in ondemand and conservative governors.
Paper Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly presents Hadoop and how it
copes with existing CPU power-management techniques. This section also discusses our motivation and the related
work. Section 3 provides an overview of our methodologies, followed by the experimental results in Sections 4
and 5. Section 6 discusses the implications of the fixed, configurable, and dynamic policies on the energy eﬃciency
in Hadoop. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss our future directions in Section 7.
2. Background, motivation and related work
In this section, we briefly introduce Hadoop and existing DVFS mechanisms. This section also presents related
work on MapReduce energy consumption in data-centers and clouds.
2.1. Hadoop
Yahoo!’s Hadoop project [12] is a collection of various sub-projects for supporting scalable and reliable distributed
computing. The two fundamental sub-projects feature a distributed file system (HDFS) and a Java-based open-source
implementation of MapReduce through the Hadoop MapReduce framework. HDFS is a distributed file system that
relies on a master/slave architecture to provide high-throughput access to application data [12]. The master server,
called NameNode, splits files into chunks and distributes them across the cluster with replication for fault tolerance.
It holds all metadata information about stored files. The HDFS slaves are called DataNodes and are designed to store
data chunks, to serve read/write requests from clients and propagate replication tasks as directed by the NameNode.
Hadoop MapReduce is a software framework for distributed processing of large data sets on compute clusters. It runs
on top of HDFS, thus collocating data storage with data processing. A centralized JobTracker (JT) is responsible
for: (a) querying the NameNode for the block locations, (b) scheduling the tasks on TaskTrackers (TT), based on the
information retrieved from the NameNode, and (c) monitoring the success and failures of the tasks.
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CpuFreq
Governor
Performance

Goal

Short description

Downsides

Maximize Performance

High power consumption

Powersave

Maximize power savings

Ondemand

Power eﬃciency with
reasonable performance

Statically sets the CPU frequency to the highest
available frequency
Statically sets the CPU frequency to the lowest
available frequency
Dynamically adjusts the CPU frequency to the
highest available frequency when the load is high
and gradually degrades the CPU frequency when
the load is low

Conservative

Power eﬃciency with
reasonable performance

Userspace

Support for user-defined
frequencies

Gradually upgrades the CPU frequency when the
load is high and gradually degrades the CPU frequency when the load is low
Statically sets the CPU frequency to a userdefined value

Long response time
Low
performance/power
saving benefits when the
system switches between
idle states and heavy load
often
Worse performance than
Ondemand
-

Table 1. CPU Governors

Average CPU-usage

Pi
70.11%

Grep
64.74%

Sort
23.05%

Table 2. Average CPU Usage for the three MapReduce applications

2.2. Power Management at CPU Level
Modern processors oﬀer the ability to tune the power mode of the CPU through the introduction of idle processor
operating states (C-states) and CPU performance states (P-states). A C-state indicates whether the processor is currently active or not: processors in C0 state are executing instructions while processors in higher C-states (Ci where
i = 1, 2, etc.) are considered idle. Higher C-states reflect a deeper sleep mode, and thus increased power savings.
P-states determine the processor frequencies and their associated voltage: Processors in the P0 state run at the
highest frequency and processors in the highest P-state run at the lowest frequency. The number of available P-states
varies depending on the processor type.
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a commonly used technique that improves CPU utilization
and power management by tuning the CPU frequency according to the current load. The ideal DVFS mechanism
can instantaneously change the voltage/frequency values. Since the 2.6.10 version of the Linux kernel, there are
five diﬀerent power schemes (governors) available to dynamically scale the CPU frequency according to the CPU
utilization. Each governor which favors either performance or power eﬃciency, as shown in Table 1. More details can
be found in [19]). Moreover, setting the governor to userspace allows users to adjust the CPU frequency to a fixed
value among the ones supported by the processors. Additionally, modern CPUs provide a new feature called Turbo
Boost, which enhances the performance of a subset of a machine’s cores by boosting their clock speed, while the rest
of the available cores are in a sleep state.
2.3. Why DVFS in Hadoop?
We explore two orthogonal dimensions that motivate the need for fine-tuning CPU performance and, consequently,
energy consumption in Hadoop clusters.
2.3.1. Diversity of MapReduce applications
The wide adoption of Hadoop MapReduce results in a huge proliferation of MapReduce applications including
scientific applications: astronomy, genomics, machine learning, graph analysis, and so on. These applications have
diﬀerent characteristics and therefore vary in their resource usage (i.e., CPU power usage). Our study, conducted
on a Grid’5000 cluster [20], investigates the CPU-usage variation for three representative MapReduce benchmarks
(Pi, Grep and Sort). As shown in Table 2, the average CPU usage significantly diﬀers according to the running
applications: the average CPU usage is 70.11% and 64.74% for the pi and grep applications, while it is only 23.05%
for sort application. Moreover, as shown in Figure 1, the CPU load is high (more than 90%) during almost 75% of
the job running time for the Pi application and is relatively high (more than 75%) only during 65% and 15% of the
job running time for Grep and Sort jobs, respectively.
4
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Figure 1. CPU utilization when running Pi, Grep and Sort benchmarks with 7.5GB of data in a 15-node Hadoop cluster: for the Pi and
Grep applications, which represent CPU-intensive MapReduce applications, we observe that the CPU load is either high - more than 90% and 80%
during 75% and 55% of the job running time - or low - less than 1% for 21% of the job running time, respectively. Conversely, for Sort, a mostly
I/O-intensive application, the CPU load has more variation.

2.3.2. Multi-phase MapReduce’s job execution
By design, each MapReduce job is divided into two phases: map and reduce. As shown in Figure 2, a map task
starts by reading the input records, then it applies the map function and outputs key-value pairs of intermediate data.
Intermediate key-value pairs are partitioned, sorted and spilled to the local disk into separated indexed files. The
reduce tasks start as soon as the intermediate indexed files are written to the local disk. The files from multiple local
map outputs are written at the same time and then they are buﬀered in memory in a “shuﬄe buﬀer” and saved on the
local disk. Finally the merged data are passed to the reduce function and then the output is written back to HDFS.
Using static program analysis, we can identify the access pattern of a MapReduce application, according to the
amount of work per subtask. Thus, as each subtask workload relies either on computation, or on disk requests or
bandwidth requests, we can easily reduce the space of profiled options into the resource utilization space, as shown in
Figure 2:
• Disk I/O-intensive. From the application start to the moment the first map input is read into memory.
• Computation. From the time the first map input is read to the first map output spilled to disk.
• Computation, disk and network I/O-intensive. From the moment the first map is spilled to disk until all maps
are done.
• Disk and network I/O-intensive. Starts when all maps are done and lasts until the shuﬄe phase is done.
• Computation and disk I/O-intensive. From the end of the shuﬄe phase until all reducers are done.
• Disk I/O-intensive. Starts when all reducers are done and ends when the job is completely finished.
The length of each phase is highly dependent on the number of maps that are expected to be executed on each
node, on the size of intermediate data, and on the number of reducers that are expected to be executed on each node.
Moreover, the CPU load during each phase is determined by the complexity of the map and reduce functions defined
in the applications.
As a consequence, there is a significant potential for reducing energy consumption by scaling down the CPU
frequency when the peak CPU performance is not required by the workload or by the MapReduce phase.

5
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Figure 2. Workflow of the two phases of MapReduce, Map phase and Reduce phase

2.4. Related Work
MapReduce has attracted much attention in the past few years [21]. Substantial research eﬀorts have been dedicated to either adopting MapReduce in diﬀerent environments such as multi-core [22], graphics processors (GPUs)
[23], and virtual machines [24, 25] or to improving MapReduce performance through skew-handling [26, 27], localityexecution [28, 29], and disk I/O scheduling [30, 31].
There have been several studies on evaluating and improving the MapReduce energy consumption in data-centers
and clouds. Many of these studies focus on power-aware data-layout techniques [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37], which allow
servers to be turned oﬀ without aﬀecting data availability. GreenHDFS [33] separates the HDFS cluster into hot and
cold zones and places the new or high-access data in the hot zone. Servers in the cold zone are transitioned to the
power-saving mode and data are not replicated, thus only the server hosting the data will be woken up upon future
access. Rabbit [32] is an energy-eﬃcient distributed file system that maintains a primary replica on a small subset of
always on nodes (active nodes). Remaining replicas are stored on a larger set of secondary nodes which are activated
to scale up the performance or to tolerate primary failures. These data placement eﬀorts could be combined with our
approach to reduce the power consumption of powered servers. Instead of covering a set of nodes, Lang and Patel
propose an all-in strategy (AIS) [38]. AIS saves energy in an all-or-nothing fashion: the entire MapReduce cluster is
either on or oﬀ. All MapReduce jobs are queued until a certain threshold is reached and then all the jobs are executed
with full cluster utilization.
Some works consider energy saving for MapReduce in the cloud [13, 39]. Cardosa et al. [13] present virtual
machine (VM) replacement algorithms that co-allocate VMs with similar runtime to the same physical machine in a
way that increases the utilization of available resources. Consequently, this maximizes the number of idle servers that
can be deactivated to save energy. Chen et al. [40] analyze how MapReduce parameters aﬀect energy eﬃciency and
discuss the computation versus I/O tradeoﬀs when using data compression in MapReduce clusters in terms of energy
eﬃciency [14]. Chen et al. [41] present the Berkeley Energy Eﬃcient MapReduce (BEEMR), an energy eﬃcient
MapReduce workload manager motivated by empirical analysis of real-life MapReduce with Interactive Analysis
(MIA) traces at Facebook. They show that interactive jobs operate on just a small fraction of the data, and thus can
be served by a small pool of dedicated machines with full power, while the less time-sensitive jobs can run in a batch
fashion on the rest of the cluster. Recently, Mashayekhy et al. [42] designed a framework for improving the energy
eﬃciency of MapReduce applications, while satisfying the service level agreement (SLA). The proposed framework
relies on a greedy algorithm to find the assignments of map and reduce tasks to the machine slots in order to minimize
the energy consumed when executing the application. Goiri et al. [7] present GreenHadoop, a MapReduce framework
for a data-center powered by renewable green sources of energy (e.g. solar or wind) and the electrical grid (as a
backup). GreenHadoop schedules MapReduce jobs when green energy is available and only uses brown energy to
avoid time violations.
Many existing studies focus on achieving power eﬃciency in Hadoop clusters by using DVFS [16, 15]. Li et
6
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Figure 3. An overview of techniques to improve energy eﬃciency in Hadoop

al. [16] discuss the implications of temperature (i.e., machine heat) on performance and energy tradeoﬀs of MapReduce. Based on the observation that higher temperature causes higher power consumption even with the same DVFS
settings, they propose a temperature-aware power allocation (TAPA) that adjusts the CPU frequencies according to
their temperature. TAPA favors the maximum possible CPU frequency, thus maximizing computation capacity, without violating the power budget. Wirtz and Ge [15] compare the power consumption and the performance of Hadoop
applications in three settings: (1) fixed frequencies, (2) setting the frequencies to maximum frequencies when executing the map or reduce, and minimum otherwise, and (3) performance-constraint frequency settings that tolerate some
performance degradation while achieving better power consumption. Our work relies on “Fine-grained” frequencies and governors assignment, aiming to achieve the same performance, while minimizing the power consumption.
Figure 3 summarizes existing techniques to improve energy eﬃciency in Hadoop.
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling Techniques. There is a large body of work on techniques that control
the DVFS mechanisms for power-scalable clusters [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. Some of these techniques control the CPU
frequencies at runtime [45] and some scale the frequencies statically, based on extensive and expensive application
profiling [43]. However, our approach diﬀers from such works, as we target a diﬀerent type of applications, namely
MapReduce applications.
3. Methodology Overview
The experimental investigation conducted in this paper focuses on exploring the implications of executing MapReduce applications under diﬀerent DVFS settings. We conducted a series of experiments in order to assess the impact
of various DVFS configurations on both power consumption and application performance.
3.1. Platform
The experiments were carried out on the Grid’5000 [20] testbed. The Grid’5000 project provides the research
community with a highly-configurable infrastructure that enables users to perform experiments at large scales. The
platform is spread over 10 geographical sites located in France. For our experiments, we employed nodes belonging
to the Nancy site of Grid’5000. These nodes are outfitted with 4-core Intel 2.53 GHz CPUs and 16 GB of RAM.
Intra-cluster communication is done through a 1 Gbps Ethernet network. It is worth mentioning that only 40 nodes
of the Nancy site are equipped with power monitoring hardware, consisting of 2 Power Distribution Units (PDUs),
each hosting 20 outlets. Since each node is mapped to a specific outlet, we are able to acquire coarse and fine-grained
power monitoring information using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). It is important to state that
Grid’5000 allows us to create an isolated environment in order to have full control over the experiments and the
obtained results.
7
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3.2. Benchmarks
MapReduce applications are typically categorized as CPU-intensive, I/O bound, or both. For our analysis, we
selected three applications that are commonly used for benchmarking MapReduce frameworks: distributed grep,
distributed sort and distributed pi.
• Distributed grep. This application scans the input data in order to find the lines that match a specific pattern.
The grep example can be easily expressed with MapReduce: the map function processes the input file line by
line and matches each single line against the given pattern; if the matching is successful, then the line is emitted
as intermediate data. The reduce function simply passes the intermediate data as final result.
• Distributed sort. The sort application consists in sorting key/value records based on their key. With MapReduce, both the map and reduce functions are trivial computations, as they simply take the input data and emit
it as output data. The sort MapReduce implementation takes advantage of the default optimizations performed
by the framework that implicitly sorts both intermediate data and output data.
• Distributed pi. This benchmark estimates the value of pi based on sampling. The estimator first generates
random points in a 1×1 area. The map phase checks whether each pair falls inside a 1-diameter circle; the
reduce phase computes the ratio between the number of points inside the circle and the ones outside the circle.
This ratio gives an estimate for the value of Pi.
Out of these three benchmarks, pi is purely CPU-intensive, while grep and sort are also I/O bound. However, sort
is more data-intensive than grep, since it generates significantly more output data.
3.3. Hadoop deployment
On the testbed described in Section 3.1, we configured and deployed a Hadoop cluster using the Hadoop 1.0.4
stable version [12]. The Hadoop instance consists of the NameNode, the JobTracker and the Hadoop client, each
deployed on a dedicated machine, leaving 13 nodes to serve as both DataNodes and TaskTrackers. The TaskTrackers
were configured with 4 slots for running map tasks and 2 slots for executing reduce tasks. At the level of HDFS, we
used the default chunk size of 64 MB and the default replication factor of 3 for the input and output data. In addition
to facilitating the tolerance of faults, data replication favors local execution of mappers and minimizes the number
of remote map executions. Prior to running the benchmarks, we generated 900 chunks of text (adding up to 56 GB)
to feed the grep and sort applications. This input size results in fairly long execution times, which allowed us to
thoroughly monitor power consumption information.
3.4. Dynamic Voltage Frequencies settings
The experiments we conducted involve running the benchmarks with various CPU settings and monitoring the
power consumed by each node in this time frame. We distinguish a total of 15 scenarios corresponding to various values for CPU governors and frequencies. We varied the used governor between conservative, ondemand, performance,
powersave, and userspace. With the governor set to userspace, we tuned the CPU frequency to each of the following available values: 1.2 GHz, 1.33 GHz, 1.47 GHz, 1.6 GHz, 1.73 GHz, 1.87 GHz, 2 GHz, 2.13 GHz, 2.27 GHz,
2.4 GHz, 2.53 GHz.
4. Macroscopic Analysis
In this section, we provide a high-level analysis of the experimental results we obtained. Our goal is to study the
impact of various governors or CPU frequencies on the performance of several classes of MapReduce applications.
Figure 4 depicts the completion time and the energy consumption of each governor for our three applications:
pi, grep and sort. Each point on the graphs stands for the application runtime and the total energy consumption of
the Hadoop cluster during its execution for a specific CPU frequency or governor. We computed the total energy
consumption for each application as the sum of the measured utilized power of each cluster node with a resolution of
1 second between measurements. In addition, Figure 5 displays a comparative view of the average power consumption
of a job for each of the three applications and DVFS settings.
8
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Figure 4. Application runtime vs Energy consumption under various DVFS settings
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Figure 5. Average Power consumption under various DVFS settings

4.1. Performance analysis
As expected, the results show the job completion time increases as the employed CPU frequency decreases, for
each of the three applications. However, this does not happen at the same extent for all applications. In the case
of the pi and grep applications, the runtime increases by 104% and 70%, respectively, when replacing the highest
frequency, that is 2.53 GHz, with the lowest one, namely 1.2 GHz. The explanation for this behavior comes from
the fact that the runtime of these two applications mostly accounts for computation, as they produce very little output
data. Thus, the CPU performance has a significant impact on application execution time. The sort application is
I/O-bound, generating the same amount of output data as the input data. As in our experiments we employed an input
file of 900 chunks replicated 3 times, i.e. 56 GB of processed data and 168 GB of output data, sort spent a significant
percentage of its execution time in reading data from and writing it to HDFS. Consequently, unlike pi and grep, the
sort application exhibits a diﬀerent behavior: reducing the CPU frequency from the highest to the lowest possible
value only results in a 38% runtime increase.
These results are consistent with the CDF of the CPU usage depicted in Figure 6. Pi is a purely CPU-intensive
application and consequently its CPU usage is the highest, amounting over 80% for most of the CPU frequencies and
governors. At the other end of the spectrum, the I/O-bound workload of sort is the main factor that accounts for an
average CPU usage between 20% and 28%.
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4.2. Energy consumption
The energy consumption on a Hadoop cluster depends on several parameters. One key factor is the CPU frequency, as low CPU frequencies also trigger low power consumption for a specific node. The application workload
can however have an essential influence on the total energy utilized by the cluster. On the one hand, CPU-bound
applications account for high CPU usage and thus for an increased energy consumption. Additionally, the application
runtime directly impacts the energy needed by the cluster, and thus, attempts to improve application performance may
result in better energy eﬃciency. In this section we analyze the tradeoﬀ between the aforementioned factors in the
case of our three types of applications.
Figure 5(a) details the average power consumption of a cluster node for each of the available fixed frequencies and
all the governors, computed over the execution time of each application and the averaged across all cluster nodes. The
average power consumption of a cluster node for pi is significantly lower for inferior CPU frequencies, as well as for
the powersave governor. This observation would typically translate into an eﬃcient total energy consumption at the
level of the cluster for low frequencies. However, as Figure 4(a) demonstrates, the highest CPU frequency, that is 2.53
GHz, achieves the best results both in terms of performance and energy-eﬃciency. This behavior can be explained by
analyzing the workload: pi is a CPU-intensive application, which can achieve 104% better performance by employing
the highest CPU frequency, as shown in Section 4.1, whereas the average power consumption only increases by 48%.
The same trend can be noticed for the grep and sort applications. Nevertheless, the energy savings induced by
using the highest available frequency proportionally decrease with the percentage of CPU usage of the application.
Thus, as sort uses the least amount of CPU power, its runtime is not significantly impacted by reducing the CPU
frequency and the total energy consumption of the application only increases by 15% between the highest and lowest
CPU frequency values. The average power consumption for sort displayed in Figure 5(c) confirms this behavior, as
the low CPU utilization at high CPU frequencies such as 2.53 GHz leads to only a 22% increase of the consumed
power per node.
Discussion. We can conclude that the workload properties play an essential role in establishing the energyconsumption profile of an application. When the application runtime predominantly accounts for CPU usage, the most
power-consuming CPU settings can surprisingly trigger a better total energy eﬃciency. Accordingly, applications that
feature both I/O- and CPU-intensive phases, can benefit from adaptive CPU frequency policies by maximizing the
CPU performance only during the computation stages of the application. Such policies can ensure a reduced energy
consumption at the level of the application in two steps. First, for the CPU-intensive phases the total energy can be
decreased by reducing the execution time, as it is the case for Pi. Second, the duration of the I/O-bound phases is not
dependent of the CPU frequency settings and therefore, low CPU frequencies can be used to save energy.
5. Microscopic Analysis
In this section, we present a detailed comparative discussion of various CPU frequencies and power schemes
implemented by various governors, and we explain their eﬀects on the total energy consumption of applications.
5.1. Dynamic frequency scaling
The highest frequency that can be statically configured on the cluster nodes is 2.53 GHz, this being also the default
frequency employed by the operating system. We consider this frequency as the baseline against which we study the
two dynamic governors, as it provides the default application performance that can be achieved by the given machines.
Both the ondemand and conservative governors are designed to dynamically adjust the CPU frequency to favour either
performance or energy consumption.
5.1.1. CPU-bound applications.
When running the pi benchmark, both governors achieve slightly better performance than the default CPU frequency, as shown in Figure 4(a). This behavior can be explained by the fact that both governors attempt to increase
the employed CPU frequency as much as possible when dealing with a CPU-intensive workload, as it is the case for
pi.
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Figure 6. CDF of the average power consumption and CPU usage across nodes during application execution for various frequency and
scaling policy settings.

Figure 6 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average power consumption and average CPU
usage during benchmark execution across the cluster nodes, for the various CPU frequency settings and in each of the
three scenarios we analyzed. The CPU utilization is higher than 98% for more than 80% of the execution time (as
shown in Figure 6(d)) for both governors. The CPU-bound nature of the pi application accounts for these values, as
well as for the identical behavior of the two governors. Thus, as the CPU usage increases to almost 100% when the
application is executed, the conservative and ondemand governors switch to the highest available frequency and do
not shift back to lower frequencies until the job has finished and the CPU is released.
Interestingly, Figure 4(a) shows that the total energy consumption of the pi benchmark for the default frequency
does not match the one corresponding to the performance-oriented governors, in spite of their similar execution times.
The explanation lies in the processor ability to use the Turbo Boost capability when configured to employ an adaptive
governor instead of a fixed frequency. The power consumption CDF for pi in Figure 6(a) shows the used power for
the default CPU frequency is almost constant to 120 Watts for 80% of the job. As the CPU usage does not decrease
during the execution of the pi application, this value represents the maximum power that the node can consume within
a fixed frequency setting. However, the power consumption achieved by the two governors exceeds that of the default
frequency, as emphasized by the pi CDF in Figure 6(a). This outcome is only possible if the governors take advantage
of the CPU Turbo Boost capability, that is they employ a frequency higher than 2.53 GHz and in turn consume an
increased amount of energy. Figure 9 provides an insight into the percentage of the job execution time spent by each
governor with an enabled Turbo feature for each of the three applications. As previously anticipated, in the case of pi,
the conservative governor invokes Turbo frequencies for 70% of the total time, while the ondemand governor requires
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Figure 7. CPU usage on a Hadoop DataNode during the execution of the sort application under ondemand and conservative governors: The
ondemand governor is configured with the default up-threshold (i.e., 95%) while the conservative governor is configured with the default up and
down -threshold (i.e., 80% and 20%, respectively).

Turbo for 65% of the running time.
5.1.2. I/O-bound applications.
However, the conservative and ondemand governors behave diﬀerently for the sort application. As Figure 4 shows,
when using the ondemand governor, Hadoop requires more time to sort the input data than when it is configured with
the conservative governor. This longer running time also results in higher power consumption. To better understand
how these two governors function, we analyze the CPU usage as a function of execution time on a single DataNode,
during the sort benchmark (Figure 7). Both governors start the execution at the default frequency (2.53 GHz), but
they adjust the CPU frequency according to the CPU usage and how it compares to predefined thresholds.
The ondemand governor uses as threshold a default value of 95%: when the CPU usage is greater than 95%,
the CPU frequency is increased to the highest available frequency, i.e 2.53 GHz; if the CPU usage is less than this
value, the governor gradually decreases the frequency to lower values. In the case of the sort benchmark, this policy
allows Hadoop to run at the highest frequency in some points corresponding to the CPU usage peaks above the 95%
threshold (Figure 7(a)). Nevertheless, the rest of the CPU-intensive phase of the sort application is executed at lower
CPU frequencies, since the CPU usage during this phase is less than 95%. The conservative governor employs two
thresholds for tuning the CPU frequency: an up-threshold set to 80% and a down-threshold of 20%. The frequency
is progressively increased and decreased by comparing the system usage to the two thresholds: CPU usage peaks
above the up-threshold result in upgrading the frequency to the next available value; when the usage goes below the
down-threshold, the CPU switches to the next lower frequency. Figure 7(b) shows that the computational-intensive
phase of the sort benchmark exhibits CPU usage peaks greater than 80%. This enables the conservative governor to
keep the CPU at the highest frequency of 2.53 GHz during most of this phase. Also, the down-threshold allows the
I/O-bound part of the application to be executed at low CPU frequencies.
The internal implementation of the two governors is also responsible for the overall variation in performance and
consumed energy between the static 2.53 GHz setting and the dynamic governors detailed in Figure 4(c). Thus, in
the case of sort, the conservative governor achieves a better runtime than ondemand, despite the fact that the latter
governor should favour performance. While the improvement accounts for less than 5% of the execution time of the
ondemand governor, it can be explained by the fact that the conservative governor spends more time at the highest
frequency setting, speeding up the computational-intensive phases of sort. As most peaks in the CPU load do not reach
the 95% threshold required by the ondemand governor, it cannot take advantage of the highest available frequency,
leading to a worse application runtime. Energy-wise, this behaviour translates into a total energy gain when using the
fixed 2.53 GHz frequency setting, on account on the longer execution time triggered by the ondemand governor. The
conservative governor is in this case the best choice for saving energy, as it enables the application to take advantage
of both high and low frequency settings, reducing the execution time of CPU-intensive phases and decreasing energy
consumption during I/O-intensive ones.
12
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Up-threshold
Down-threshold
Sampling window

ondemand
95%
0.01 Sec

13

conservative
80%
20%
0.08 Sec

Table 3. The configurable parameters in ondemand and conservative governors and their default values
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Figure 8. Eﬀects of alternative configuration: Application runtime vs Energy consumption under ondemand and conservative governors. Each
point represents the applications runtime and energy consumption under Governor(Up-threshold, Down-threshold, Sampling phase)

5.2. Impact of alternative governor configurations
The previous section suggests that the performance and energy behavior of Hadoop under the ondemand and
conservative are sensitive to the adjusted parameters. Therefore, to better understand the energy and performance
results the ondemand and conservative governors, we take a deeper look at the diﬀerent parameters employed by both
governors including up- and down-thresholds and sampling rate. Table 3 presents the diﬀerent parameters and their
default values employed in each governor.
We increase the sampling rate (i.e., the sampling rate determines how frequently the governor checks the current
load and attempts to tune the CPU frequency) for both governors to 1 second and reduce the up-threshold parameter
of the ondemand governor to 50%, to enforce using higher frequency and therefore achieve better performance. We
also reduce the down-threshold of the conservative governor to 11%, to enforce using lower frequency and therefore
achieve better energy eﬃciency. It is important to note that the choice of the 50% up-threshold for the ondemand
governor is suggested by Figure 7, as the CPU usage is higher than 50% for almost 30% of the running time of the
sort application. Similarly, the selection of the 11% down-threshold for the conservative governor is suggested as the
CPU usage is less than 11% for almost 60% of the running time of the sort application, as shown in Figure 7.
When using the ondemand governor with the default up-threshold, Hadoop requires slightly less time to sort the
input data when increasing the sampling rate from 0.01 Sec to 1 Sec. This eﬀect, shown in Figure 8, can be explained
by the reduced overhead of dynamically tuning the frequency as a result of a higher sampling rate. More importantly,
when reducing the up-threshold to 50% while still using the default sampling rate, the performance slightly improves
compared to the baseline (up-threshold 95%, sampling rate 0.01 Sec) but with slightly higher energy consumption.
However, the performance of the sort application is significantly improved when the up-threshold is set to 50% and
the sampling rate is set to 1 Sec. Even more, Hadoop requires slightly less time to sort the input data in these settings
than when using the conservative governor with the default parameters.
On the other hand, when using the conservative governor with the default up- and down-thresholds and an increased sampling rate of 1 second, the performance of the sort application degrades, but with less energy consumption. Surprisingly, reducing the down-threshold to 11% does not bring any improvement for either the performance of
the sort application or the energy consumption of the Hadoop cluster, regardless of the used sampling rate. The reason
lies in the fact that a lower frequency is used for a longer time during the execution, thus increasing the application
13
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Figure 9. Turbo Boost: The total usage of the Turbo feature for the duration of the application execution.

runtime and consequently the energy consumption.
5.3. Statically-configured frequencies
In this section we focus on the performance and powersave governors, which set the CPU to a fixed frequency,
either the maximum available one, that is 2.53 GHz or the minimum 1.2 GHz, respectively. While they should exhibit
similar behaviour with the fixed frequency, the performance governor features an interesting capability, that is to use
Turbo Boost when executing heavy loads.
As far as the pi application is concerned, both performance and the fixed 2.53 GHz frequency setting deliver
relatively similar running times. The Turbo feature allows the performance governor to go past the 2.53 GHz CPU
frequency for 70% of the job execution time and thus consume more power, as confirmed by the CDF in Figure 6(a).
A notable side eﬀect is that the usage of the performance governor is less eﬃcient from an energy standpoint (Figure 4(a)). Figure 6(b) shows a similar behaviour in the case of grep, as it exhibits a suﬃciently similar workload.
Consequently, for CPU-bound applications, performance-oriented governors provide a convenient alternative over a
fixed frequency, when the user tends to favor performance. To achieve energy savings without significantly sacrificing
execution time, the default kernel setting, the fixed maximum frequency still provides the best alternative. As for
sort, the generated CPU peaks account for a limited usage of the Turbo CPU feature, as detailed in Figure 9. As a
result, sort does not benefit from the performance governor in terms of energy, providing a better performance-energy
tradeoﬀ when using the 2.53 GHz setting or the conservative governor.
6. Fixed and configured policies vs coarse-grained tuning policies
Section 4 suggests that the performance and the total energy consumption of a Hadoop cluster under fixed CPU
frequency strongly depends on the application’s CPU demands. CPU-intensive applications require higher CPU
frequencies for better response time, but their usage does not necessarily result in a lower energy consumption. On
the other hand, data-intensive applications require moderate CPU frequencies for better energy consumption, which
do not necessarily imply better performance. Furthermore, as a MapReduce application comprises multiple subtasks,
each of them requiring either computing power, disk I/O or bandwidth availability, there is a need for adaptive CPU
frequency scaling policies that adjust the CPU frequency according to the CPU load. However, Section 5 suggests that
Hadoop still behaves in an unpredictable manner, in terms of both performance and total energy consumption, under
adaptive CPU frequencies (i.e., when applying the current state-of-the-art CPU governors) and even with diﬀerent
governor configurations.
In this section, we present a detailed comparative discussion on the performance and energy consumption in
Hadoop with various DVFS policies: a coarse-grained governor tuning policy, a coarse-grained frequency tuning
policy — when relying on static MapReduce phase detection, similar to [30][15] — and the various predefined CPU
frequencies and governors.
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number of samples/input data size
number of map tasks
number of reduce tasks

sort
≃ 150GB
2475 maps
78 reducers

pi
4,000 Million samples for each map
150 maps
-

15
wordcount
≃ 250GB
3940 maps
78 reducers

k-means
≃ 210GB
3424 maps
78 reducers

Table 4. Application configuration

6.1. Dynamic tuning policies
We study two coarse-grained frequency tuning policies:
• Dynamic CPU frequency. Similarly to the work in [15], we set the CPU frequency to the maximum one (i.e.,
2.53GHz) during the map and reduce functions and to the minimum value otherwise (i.e., 1.2GHz).
• Dynamic governors tuning. We select the performance governor during the map and reduce functions and the
powersave governor otherwise.
6.2. Experimental setup
Large-scale testbed. On the testbed described in Section 3.1, we configured and deployed a Hadoop cluster using 40
nodes (1 master and 39 workers). The TaskTrackers were configured with 4 slots for running map tasks and 2 slots
for executing reduce tasks.
Benchmarks. In addition to the sort and pi benchmarks, described in Section 3, we selected two more applications
from the PUMA benchmark [48]: wordcount and K-Means applications and configured the jobs as shown in Table 4.
K-means is a popular data mining algorithm that computes clusters of vectors based on the similarity between them;
the PUMA benchmark uses k-means to classify movies based on their ratings.
6.3. Results
Hereafter, we discuss the experimental results we obtained from running the four aforementioned benchmarks
under 11 fixed CPU frequencies, 4 governors with their default parameters, 5 diﬀerent configurations of the ondemand governor, 5 diﬀerent configurations of the conservative governor, and the two dynamic policies introduced in
Section 6. We distinguish a total of 27 scenarios.
Figure 10(a) shows the results for the pi benchmark. We observe that when running the pi application under the
performance-driven CPU frequencies or governors (i.e., 2.53 GHz, ondemand and performance), Hadoop requires
relatively shorter time to complete the job with respect to other policies. The shortest application completion time is
seen for ondemand(95, -, 0.4 Sec) — 211 seconds, ondemand (80, -, 3 Sec) — 213 seconds, and 2.53 Ghz — 216
seconds. Fixed CPU frequencies on the other hand still achieve the least energy consumption, as they allow Hadoop
to complete the job with relatively short time and also without any extra usage of energy (e.g., no extra energy is
used as the Turbo feature is disabled for fixed frequencies). We also observe that dynamic policies do not show good
performance/energy improvement as the application runtime predominantly accounts for CPU usage.
Similarly, Hadoop requires shorter time to complete the k-means application under performance-driven CPU frequencies or governors (i.e., 2.53 GHz, ondemand and performance). The largest improvement in performance is 5%,
achieved when using ondemand(80,-, 0.01 Sec) instead of the default CPU frequency 2.53GHz, but at a cost of energy
reduction of 2%, as shown in Figure 10(b).
In general, for the sort application (see Figure 10(c)), the duration of the I/O phases is longer and the CPU load
is lower than those in pi and k-means applications. For these reasons, the energy consumption under moderate CPU
frequencies is reduced. Hence, adjusting the CPU frequency to 1.47 GHz and 2.00 GHZ saves smaller percentage
of energy in contrast to 2.53 GHz. This, however, comes with a small degradation in the response time of 9.5%.
Unfortunately, using alternative configurations and dynamic policies still result in no actual improvements of both
energy and performance.
Since the wordcount application is a memory-intensive application and the main fraction of the running time is
spent in the map phase, dynamic policies will not result in any actual performance and energy improvements. They
may have the advantage of improving the performance, but this strongly depends on the performance of contributed
15
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CPU frequencies and governors themselves. Moreover, the shortest job completion time is achieved using the ondemand governor (80, -, 0.01 Sec) — 537.5 seconds, and the lowest energy consumption is achieved when setting the
frequency to 2.13GHz (2, 159, 984 Joules), as shown in Figure 10(d).
6.3.1. Zoom on governor parameter sensitivity
We now focus exclusively on ondemand and conservative governors and study their sensitivity to diﬀerent parameters.
Impact of changing the sampling rate. Changing the sampling rate from 0.01 to 0.4 Sec1 and 3 Sec, the aggressiveness
of CPU tuning is decreased for the ondemand governor. This results in a good performance improvement for CPUdominant applications. On the contrary, changing the sampling rate from 0.08 to 0.4 Sec and 3 Sec, results in a worse
performance for the conservative governor and energy consumption is increased further.
Impact of changing the up- and down-thresholds. When the up-threshold is modified from 95% to 80% for the
ondemand governor, the application takes advantage of higher frequencies for a longer fraction of time and thus, the
performance is improved and energy consumption is decreased. Similarly to the ondemand governor, changing the
up-threshold from 80% to 60% and the down-threshold from 20% to 40% for the conservative governor results in
practical performance and energy improvements.
6.3.2. Zoom on dynamic policies results
We now study the implications of the two dynamic policies on the energy and performance in Hadoop. For all
applications, dynamic frequencies policy not only outperforms dynamic governors policy but also reduces the energy
consumption of Hadoop cluster. It was expected that the energy consumption when using 2.53 GHz is better than
when using the performance governor, as explained in Section 4.
6.3.3. Summary
The results shown in this section confirm that static phases based solutions are ineﬀective at saving energy in
Hadoop clusters and also at improving performance. Also, by adjusting the up and down -threshold and the sampling
rate, Hadoop still behaves unpredictably in terms of performance and energy consumption. Therefore, a new adaptive
approach, much beyond the current state of governors and phase-based solutions, is needed. Such approach should be
specifically tailored to match MapReduce application types and execution stages.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
Energy eﬃciency has started to severely constrain the design and the way data-centers are operated, becoming a
key research direction in the development of cloud infrastructures. As processing huge amounts of data is a typical
task assigned to large-scale cloud platforms, several studies have been dedicated to improving power consumption for
data-intensive cloud applications. In this study, we focus on MapReduce and we investigate the impact of dynamically
scaling the frequency of compute nodes on the performance and energy consumption of a Hadoop cluster. We provide
a detailed evaluation of a set of representative MapReduce workloads, highlighting a significant variation in both the
performance and power consumption of the applications with diﬀerent governors.
Furthermore, our results reveal that the current CPU governors do not exactly reflect their design goal and may
even become ineﬀective at improving power consumption for Hadoop clusters. In addition, we unveil the correlations
between the power eﬃciency of a Hadoop deployment, application performance and power-management mechanisms,
1 We chose the value of 0.4 as an alternative sampling rate to have similar value to the heartbeat interval. Hadoop adjusts the heartbeat interval
according to the cluster size. The heartbeat interval is calculated so that the JobTracker receives a min heartbeat interval of 100 heartbeat
messages every second (by default). Moreover, the min heartbeat interval limits the heartbeat interval to not be smaller than 300 milliseconds,
corresponding to the cluster size of 30 nodes. The heart beat interval in Hadoop is computed as:

heartbeat interval = max((1000 × cluster size ÷ number heartbeat per second), min heartbeat interval)
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(a) Pi application

(b) K-means application

(c) Sort application
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(d) Wordcount application
Figure 10. Application runtime vs Energy consumption under various policies.
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such as DVFS or Turbo capabilities. We believe the insights drawn from this paper can serve as guidelines for
eﬃciently deploying and executing data-intensive applications in large-scale data-centers.
As future work, we intend to explore diﬀerent techniques and approaches to optimize power management in
Hadoop clusters. As a first step, we are currently investigating the possibility of building dynamic frequency tuning
tools specifically tailored to match MapReduce application types and execution stages.
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